
PMP® Boot Camp Training Testimonials 
 

“Top notch course.  Very intense and challenging – kept focus on the key  

principals.  Definitely prepares for the PMP.” 

Tom Beaman, PMP 

VP – Product Analysis Project Manager 

Woodforest National Bank         

 

"Absolutely the best class I have ever taken!" 

Jessie Jackson, PMP 

Solution Delivery Manager 

Hanover Compression 

 

"In over 30 years at Fluor and Bechtel I never received training this  

comprehensive and valuable. How you kept us literally enthralled over four full  

days, nine hours per day, is amazing. It's a testament to the exceptionally  

insightful content you have assembled and your extremely effective delivery. All  

of the attendees from our company have volunteered to me how much they  

enjoyed and learned from the training." 

Mike Jackson, P.E., PMP 

Sr. VP/COO 

TSC Engineering Company 

 

"Awesome class!  Lots of interaction and real-world discussion providing  

immediate value." 

Brenda Brinkley, PMP 

CEO 

Epiphany Inc. 

 

“If you want an instructor who’s got both the knowledge as well as the  

experience – Eddie’s the man!! Thanks so much for the training and support you  

gave, I believe that's what helped me clear the exam.” 

Arun Thomas, PMP 

Project Leader 

 

“PMP Bootcamp is a no-nonsense endeavor into the world of Project  

Management. Eddie’s experience, style, and skill make the class completely  

worthwhile. Thank you for your grueling, yet highly effective training.” 

O. David Jackson, SPHR, PMP 

Principal and Managing Director 

AMP Group Consulting LLC 

 

“Eddie presents an excellent course – material is put together well and the pace is  

very active. A great class to prepare for the PMP.” 

John Casillo, PMP 

Director 

 

“Very good and thorough course content. The training sessions were very  

detailed and communications oriented. Eddie is a great trainer! Thanks for all  

your help and training. It was very productive and helpful.” 

Puneet Srivastava, PMP 

Project Manager 

 

 



“Course structure is fantastic – very intuitive and to the point – group exercises  

are excellent! I am happy to report that I have joined the ranks of the PMP's.  

Your course and guidance were instrumental in obtaining the certification. Thank  

you very much for your insight.” 

Johnny Moreno, PMP 

Application Manager 

 

"Eddie provided the training I required to help prepare for the PMP exam. The  

training was informative, entertaining, team-based, and leveraged Eddie's real-life  

project experience. I recommend Eddie's PMP course to anyone preparing to  

take the PMP exam." 

Sundar Kumaraswami, PMP 

Senior Developer 

 

"Preparing for the PMP exam takes a lot of long hours of studying and  

memorization. Eddie makes the classes fun and gives you exactly the information  

you need to pass the exam on the first attempt. I highly recommend Eddie Merla  

as a PMP instructor and endorse his PMP Boot Camp as a great way to prepare  

for the PMP exam." 

 

Stan Boyd, PMP 

Senior Project Manager 

 


